
Before Reading During Reading After Reading

Q1: Cat and Dog are back! Let’s 
look at the cover and read the title. 
What do you see in the picture?  

A1: I see Cat and Dog. They are 
both wearing aprons. Dog is wearing 
a chef’s hat. I see the biggest, best 
sandwich!

Q2: Do you like sandwiches? What 
is your favorite sandwich?   

A2: Answers will vary. I like cheese 
sandwiches. I like peanut butter and 
jelly sandwiches.

Q1: How did Cat and Dog make the 
biggest sandwich? 

A1: They made the biggest sandwich 
with the biggest slices of bread and 
the biggest slice of cheese.  

Q2: How did Cat and Dog make 
the biggest sandwich good? Better? 
The best?

A2: Cat and Dog made the biggest 
sandwich a good sandwich when 
they put some red tomato on it. They 
made it better when they put some 
green pickles on it. They made it the 
best sandwich when they put some 
crisp lettuce on it. 

Q1: How did Cat and Dog put  
together their biggest, best sandwich? 

A1: First, Cat and Dog took a slice 
of bread. Next, they put a slice of 
cheese on it. Then they put some 
red tomato and green pickles on it. 
Then they put some crisp lettuce on 
it. Finally, they put another slice of 
bread on top.

Q2: What did Cat and Dog do with 
their biggest, best sandwich? 

A2: Cat and Dog cut their biggest, 
best sandwich in half and shared it. 
Yum!
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Let’s make a cheese sandwich.
First, take a slice of bread.
Next, put some cheese on it.
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Then, put another slice of bread on top.
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